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The scientific community is currently witnessing an expensive and worldwide race to
achieve the highest possible light intensity. Within the next decade this effort is expected
to reach nearly 1024W/cm2 in the lab frame by focusing of 100 PW, near-infrared lasers. A
major driving force behind this effort is the possibility to study strong-field vacuum break-
down and an accompanying electron-positron pair plasma via a quantum electrodynamic
(QED) cascade [Edwin Cartlidge, “The light fantastic”, Science 359, 382 (2018)]. Whereas
Europe is focusing on all-optical 10 PW-class laser facilities (e.g., Apollon & ELI), China is
already planning on co-locating a 100 PW laser system with a 25 keV superconducting XFEL
and thus implicitly also a high-quality electron beam [Station of Extreme Light (SEL) at
the Shanghai Superintense-Ultrafast Lasers Facility (SULF)]. This white paper elucidates
the seminal scientific opportunities facilitated by colliding dense, multi-GeV electron beams
with multi-PW optical laser pulses. Such a multi-beam facility would enable the experimen-
tal exploration of extreme HEDP environments by generating electron-positron pair plasmas
with unprecedented densities and temperatures, where the interplay between strong-field
quantum and collective plasma effects becomes decisive.
Relevance for astrophysics and cosmology. At the so-called QED critical or Schwinger field
Ecr = m2c3/(~e) ≈ 1.3× 1018V/m the quantum vacuum becomes unstable with respect to electron-
positron pair production [1, 2]. Subsequently, the created charges are accelerated by the field and
generate a “short-circuit current” which screens the field. This mechanism sets a fundamental limit
for electric fields, e.g., in the vicinity of a space-time singularity like a black hole and thus significantly
influences the dynamics of such objects [3, 4].
Being stable with respect to pair production, magnetic fields may exceed the critical field strength
Bcr = m2c2/(~e) ≈ 4.4 × 109 T, e.g., close to the surface of a neutron star [5]. Even though
the field itself is stable, energetic particles or photons can induce QED cascades in such strong
fields [6]. During a QED cascade, i.e., a sequence of photon emission and pair production, the
number of particles increases exponentially until an electron-positron pair plasma is formed. The
resulting complex interplay between strong-field quantum and collective plasma effects is still only
poorly understood [7–10]. In particular, it is likely to qualitatively change the dynamic of magnetic
reconnection and the resulting particle acceleration and radiation emission [11–13].
Relativistic electron-positron pair plasmas have fundamentally different properties with respect to
plasmas which consist of ionized atoms [14–16]. Due to their relevance for extreme astrophysical
environments [17] and the primordial universe during the “leptonic era” [18, 19], electron-positron
pair plasmas in general and QED cascades in particular represent an exciting challenge for the next
decade of plasma research (for more details see, e.g., the Astro2020 Science White Paper “Extreme
Plasma Astrophysics” [20] and the perspective article “Relativistic Plasma Physics in Supercritical
Field” [21]).
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2Fig. 1. Quantum parameter χ as a function of the peak laser intensity I0 and the electron beam energy E .
Different upcoming and proposed facilities are indicated (see Tab. I for details). Evidently, the co-location
of a multi-Petawatt laser system with the SLAC LINAC (30 GeV from combined FACET-II and LCLS-Cu)
would provide a world-wide unique research opportunity.
Relevance for light-matter interactions in extreme conditions. In a terrestrial laboratory elec-
tromagnetic fields are always much weaker than QED critical. A laser system, for example, would
have to provide an intensity of Icr = c0E2cr ≈ 4.6× 1029W/cm2 in order to probe the QED critical
field directly. Even though this intensity is clearly out of reach even in the mid-term future, Ecr
is not inaccessible with existing technology. A relativistic charge experiences a rest-frame electric
field E∗ ∼ γE which is enhanced by its Lorentz gamma factor γ = E/(mc2). Therefore, strong-field
quantum effects start to become decisive if χ = E∗/Ecr & 1, i.e., as soon as a charge experiences
the QED critical field in its rest frame [1]. Therefore, Ecr can be probed by combining ultra-intense
lasers with ulta-relativistic electron beams [22, 23].
In the “quantum regime” χ & 1 a single photon emission induces a substantial recoil and thus
disrupts the trajectory of the emitting charge. This type of “non-adiabatic” radiation friction force
is different from the “classical” regime of radiation reaction (χ 1) in which, e.g., existing circular
accelerators, synchrotrons, and FELs operate [24]. Besides quantum modifications to synchrotron ra-
diation electron-positron pair production becomes sizable if χ & 1 [1]. Intuitively speaking, typically
emitted photons reduce the vacuum tunneling barrier to a level that allows the field to transform
them into real electron-positron pairs [25–27].
Recent experiments at all-optical laser facilities have already seen the onset of quantum effects for
synchrotron radiation in the regime χ . 0.1 [28, 29], and upcoming experiments, e.g., at DESY [30]
and FACET-II [31, 32], will study the regime χ & 1 in depth (see Fig. 1 and Tab. I).
So far all theoretical predictions for the regime χ & 1 rely on numerical Monte Carlo codes [41],
which employ untested approximations [42, 43]. The inclusion of polarization effects is recent [44–46]
3Facility LaserPower
Focal
Area
Peak Intensity
(lab frame)
Electron
Energy χ a0 CL ∝ a
2
0
SLACE-144a 0.4TW 30µm2 1.3×1018W/cm2 46.6GeV 0.4 0.5 ∼ 10−6
FACET-IIb 30TW
14µm2
2×1020W/cm2 13GeV 1.5 10 6×10−4
DESYc 0.3PW 2×1021W/cm2 17.5GeV 7 32 6×10−3
ZEUSd 3PW 2×1022W/cm2 1GeV 1.2 100 6×10−2
3PW
14µm2
2×1022W/cm2 30GeV 35 100 0.06
SLACe 10PW 7×1022W/cm2 30GeV 65 182 0.2
Rochesterf 30PW 2×1023W/cm2 1GeV 4 358 0.7
SELg 100PW 7×1023W/cm2 8GeV 55 575 2
aFirst experiment which approached χ ∼ 1 with electron-laser collisions in the 1990s [22, 23].
bApproved SLAC E-320 experiment at FACET-II [31, 32].
cLUXE experiment proposed at DESY [30].
dZEUS laser system approved at the University of Michigan [33] if combined with a 1GeV RFLINAC.
eA 30GeV electron beam is achievable with existing infrastructure at SLAC by combining the FACET-II and the
LCLS-Cu RFLINAC (time scale including new building: 2-3 years).
fLaser system proposed in Rochester [34] if combined with a 1GeV RFLINAC.
gStation of Extreme Light (SEL) approved at the Shanghai Superintense-Ultrafast Laser Facility (SULF) [35]. Note
that the challenges of co-locating the high-intensity laser focus with the XFEL electron beam and achieving a
3µm focus at 100PW have not been resolved yet.
Tab. 1. Capabilities of different facilities (see also Fig. 1). Access to the deep quantum regime χ 1
would facilitate the investigation of beam-driven QED cascades, high-density electron-positron pair
plasmas, and light-matter interactions in a qualitatively different regime. Notably, the multiplicity of a
QED cascade scales proportional to χ, i.e., χ ∼ 10 implies that the density of the produced pair plasma
exceeds the density of the driving beam by a factor of∼ 10 [36]. An alternative approach, which provides
access to complementary physics, is to study self-sustained QED cascades with laser-laser collisions. The
corresponding threshold is CL & 1 (i.e., a0 & 400 for optical laser systems). Note that we assume the
same focal area A = piw20/2 ≈ 14µm2 for all upcoming facilities (w0 = 3µm). Empirically, however, it is
more challenging to obtain a small spot size with an extreme-power laser system, which usually has a low
repetition rate (state-of-the-art spot size: w0 = 2.4µm achieved with a 100TW-class laser system [37]).
For an ideal Gaussian laser pulse with cycle-averaged peak power P the cycle-averaged peak intensity I0
is given by I0 = P/A [38]. Assuming linear laser polarization and a head-on collision with the electron
beam the sub-cycle peak values of χ, a0, and CL are given by χ = 0.057GeV−1E
√
2I0/(1020Wcm−2),
a0 = 0.60µm−1λL
√
2I0/(1018Wcm−2), and CL = 2a20 [~ω/(mc2)], respectively. Here, E is the electron
energy and we assume a laser wavelength of λL = 800 nm except for SLACE-144 (λL = 527 nm) [22]
and Rochester (λL = 910 nm) [34].
Note that it is preferable to increase the electron energy over increasing the laser intensity if large
values of the quantum parameter χ should be obtained (linear vs. square-root scaling): whereas the
FACET-II 13GeV electron beam only requires a 30TW laser system to reach the Zettawatt power
scale in the electron rest frame, 3PW are necessary for 1GeV electrons at the ZEUS laser in Michigan.
Similarly, the combination of 10PW and 30GeV electrons at SLAC would achieve higher values for χ
than the SEL 100PW laser system under construction in China [35]. Here, we have assumed that this
laser is combined with the 8GeV XFEL electron beam available at the same facility [39]. According to
existing plans, however, the 100PW laser can only interact with the x-rays, not with the electron beam
itself. Note that LWFA electron beams with up to 8GeV have been demonstrated [40]. As explained
in the main text, however, state-of-the-art RFLINAC beams achieve densities which are & 103 higher.
Only such extreme densities facilitate investigations of the interplay between strong-field quantum and
collective plasma effects [36].
4and the influence of radiative corrections is completely missing. Electron-positron pair production is
modeled only in the simplest way, even though pair production becomes a major part of the physics
for χ & 1. Formation length effects in photon radiation and quantum coherence between produced
pairs are still largely ignored, even though these effects potentially play an important role in the deep
quantum regime. All in all, the process of quenching large electromagnetic fields by pair creation is
only poorly understood. All of these issues need to be studied experimentally. We expect substantial
back-and-forth discussions between experiment, theory, and simulation.
Relevance for HEDP: beam-driven QED cascades and pair plasmas. Reaching the extreme
quantum regime χ  1 would facilitate the production of electron-positron pair plasmas via beam-
driven QED cascades. A laboratory experiment under such unprecedented extreme conditions would
therefore enable detailed investigations of the interplay between strong-field quantum and collective
plasma effects. Entering this qualitatively different “quantum plasma regime” requires the co-location
of multi-PW laser systems with dense multi-GeV electron beams (see Fig. 1 and Tab. I). In a beam-
driven QED cascade, the driver initiates a sequence of photon emission and pair production steps
that leads to an exponential increase in the number of particles. This process continues until pair
production and hard gamma radiation lowers the effective fields to restore χ . 1 [36]. Correspond-
ingly, the higher the achievable initial value of χ, the larger the multiplicity in the electron-positron
cascade that could be observed in the experiment. In this aspect, the physics of beam-driven QED
cascades is very similar to the situation encountered in the magnetosphere of magnetars [7–10].
In principle, it would be possible to initiate beam-driven QED cascades with electron beams ob-
tained from laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) at all-optical laser facilities. However, the param-
eters of existing LWFA beams are currently not sufficient for achieving the extreme electron beam
densities required to study the interplay between strong-field quantum and collective plasma effects.
To illustrate this, we compare the parameters of the energy-record 8GeV LWFA electron beam re-
ported in [40] with those provided by the FACET-II RFLINAC [31]. The smallest achievable beam
radius σ =
√
β is determined by the beta function β of the focusing system and the transverse
geometric emittance  of the beam itself. This implies that for comparable final focus systems and
longitudinal emittances the figure of merit is given by Q/, as this quantity determines the highest
achievable beam density1. Here Q denotes the total beam charge. Considering only LWFA accel-
erated electrons which are in the energy range of 7.5 − 8GeV in [40], we find Q = 5pC (∼ 1% of
the total recorded charge) and a normalized emittance of2 γ & 1µm. A state-of-the-art RFLINAC
provides Q ≈ 2 nC and γ ≈ 3µm at 13GeV [31] with comparable longitudinal emittances and can
therefore deliver at least ∼ 103 times higher beam densities for & 10GeV beam energies.
Relevance for laser-matter and laser-laser interactions. QED cascades and electron-positron
pair plasmas could also be produced in laser-matter [50] or seeded laser-laser collisions [51–53].
A convenient gauge and Lorentz invariant measure of laser intensity is provided by the classical
intensity parameter a0 = eE/(mωc). Here, E and ~ω denote the peak field strength of the laser and
1 Note, however, that with increasing pointing and beam energy jitter it becomes more challenging to achieve
a small beta function with realistic final focus systems. Therefore, the design of a small beta function
focusing system, which can tolerate both energy and pointing jitter of typical LWFA beams, represents an
additional challenge of the all-optical approach.
2 The geometric transverse emittance is defined as  =
√〈x2〉〈x′2〉 − 〈xx′〉2, where x is the transverse
position and x′ = θ the divergence angle of the beam particles (θ = px/pz, where px is the transverse and
pz the momentum in propagation direction). In the following, we assume “matched conditions”, i.e., that
the emittance of the beam neither grows during acceleration nor in the down-ramp of the plasma [47–49].
This implies that 〈xx′〉2 = 0 and θ2/ = (ωp/c)(1/
√
2γ), i.e.,  = θ2(c/ωp)
√
2γ. For a relativistic gamma
factor of γ ≈ 1.6× 104, experimental measured divergence angle of θ ≈ 0.2mrad, and a plasma frequency
of ~ωp ≈ 0.02 eV we find a normalized transverse emittance of γ ≈ 1µm (~ωp ≈ 1.174 eV
√
n/1021 cm−3,
the reported plasma density was n ≈ 3× 1017 cm−3, and ~c ≈ 0.1973 eVµm) [40].
5the characteristic energy of its photons, respectively. Plasma electrons typically exhibit a Lorentz
gamma factor of γ ∼ a0 [54]. As χ ≈ 2γ[~ω/(mc2)] a0, it is convenient to introduce the laser-laser
cascade parameter CL = 2a20 [~ω/(mc2)] [52]. If CL & 1 most plasma electrons experience the QED
critical field in their rest frame, which implies that strong-field quantum effects start to play a decisive
role in laser-plasma interactions even if the plasma is at rest in the laboratory frame3.
Note that reaching CL & 1 requires a0 & 400 [2a20 & mc2/(~ω)], i.e., intensities I & 1024W/cm2
(assuming an optical laser, i.e., ~ω ∼ 1 eV) [51–53]. With a 10PW laser system this intensity is
barely reachable (required focal area: 1µm2), but it is assumed that at least the onset of QED
cascades will be accessible in laser-laser interactions at 10PW laser systems like Apollon and ELI
[55, 56].
An extensive investigation of QED cascades with laser-laser collisions, however, requires a 100PW-
class laser system like the one proposed in Rochester [34] or the one approved for construction in
China [35] (see Tab. I and Fig. 1 for details). Note that it is highly non-trivial to focus 100 PW laser
power, necessarily distributed among multiple beams, to a focal area of 10µm2 in order to reach
intensities I & 1024W/cm2. Solving this challenge will require substantial R&D beyond the current
state-of-the-art [57].
Relevance for future linear collider. A linear lepton collider for the energy frontier of particle
physics has to provide both very high center-of-mass energies and very high luminosities [58] (CLIC:
up to 3TeV and ∼ 1034 cm−2s−1 [59]). As a result, the space charge at the interaction point will be
extreme and the quantum regime χ & 1 is entered. Correspondingly, beamstrahlung energy losses
during the collision represent a severe design limitation [60]. CLIC, for example, reaches χ ∼ 10
at 3TeV, even though the design tries to minimize the value of the quantum parameter, e.g., by
employing flat and long bunches, in order to reduce beamstrahlung as much as possible [61].
Recently, it has been suggested in [62, 63] that beamstrahlung can also be mitigated by employing
short and round bunches. This maximizes the quantum parameter (χ & 103 already at ∼ 100GeV
with 100 nm bunches), but due to the short interaction time only very few leptons emit photons and
thus lose energy [46, 64]. This approach implies a drastic reduction of the required beam/wall power,
which significantly decreases the costs and implies scalability to the “discovery regime” (10TeV,
1036 cm−2s−1).
Note that the photon yield of beam-beam collisions is controllable by tuning the interaction time.
In the extreme quantum limit χ  1, the beamstrahlung photon spectrum is expected to peak at
the highest energies, energies comparable to the original electron energies. Then, beamstrahlung
generated in electron-electron collisions could be used to realize a laserless gamma-gamma collider
[65–67]. On the other hand, allowing a sufficiently long interaction length would induce a full-featured
QED cascade, which would result in a dense electron-positron pair plasma [62, 68]. With this tuning,
the collider could also be used as an exciting HEDP platform to study pair plasmas under extreme
conditions.
Relevance for the strong-field frontier. In extremely strong electromagnetic background fields
(χ ≫ 1) leading-order radiative corrections scale as αχ2/3 and a full breakdown of perturbation
theory has been conjectured for αχ2/3 & 1 (χ & 103) [69, 70]. The collider suggested in [62, 63] aims
at exploring this regime experimentally. This prospect has triggered a renewed interest in this old
but so-far unsolved problem of quantum field theory in the presence of strong background fields (see,
e.g., [71–73] and [74–76]), which is of high relevance to beamstrahlung mitigation in linear collider
using short and round bunches.
3 Note that χ = CL for a plasma electron with gamma factor γ = a0 which is counter-propagating with
respect to the laser.
6The facility suggested here, that reaches χ ∼ 100 with laser-beam collisions, could both scrutinize
state-of-the-art numerical codes for the description of matter and light in such extreme electromag-
netic fields and substantiate the so-called Ritus-Narozhny conjecture by verifying scaling laws for
radiative corrections.
Science Case: Beam-Driven QED Cascades and Pair Plasmas in Extreme Conditions
The experimental investigation of beam-driven QED cascades requires a quantum parameter of
χ & 10−100 [36]. Due to the difference in scaling (linear vs. square root) it is preferable to increase
the electron beam energy rather than the laser intensity for achieving large values of χ (see Fig. 1 and
Tab. I). Correspondingly, it is highly beneficial to co-locate high-power laser systems with high-energy
particle beams.
Furthermore, it turns out that one needs extreme beam densities in order to study the interplay
between strong-field quantum and collective plasma effects [36]. As pointed out above, state-of-the-
art RFLINACs provide & 103 higher beam densities if compared to state-of-the-art laser wakefield
accelerators (LWFA).
Therefore, we consider a high-density 30GeV RFLINAC electron beam combined with a multi-PW
laser system in the following. This energy scale could be reached, e.g., at SLAC, by combining the
FACET-II with the LCLS-Cu RFLINAC [31]. For definiteness, we consider P = 3PW (10PW) laser
pulses with a conservative spot size of w0 = 3µm, i.e., a focal area of A = piw20/2 ≈ 14µm2. Thus,
we only assume peak intensities I0 = P/A up to 2×1022W/cm2 (7×1022W/cm2), i.e., a0 ≈ 100
(a0 ≈ 180). In combination with 30GeV electrons χ ≈ 35 (χ ≈ 65) becomes accessible in head-on
collisions (see Fig. 1 and Tab. I).
Note that the intensities considered here are more than one order of magnitude lower than the
intensities required for studying QED cascades in laser-laser collisions (CL & 1, i.e., I & 1024W/cm2)
[51, 52]. Correspondingly, beam-driven QED cascades are much more accessible. Note however, that
both approaches are complementary and provide access to different physics.
The typical radiation length of 30GeV electrons is ∼ γλc/(αχ2/3) . µm (for χ ∼ 10−100) [62],
where λc = ~/(mc) ≈ 3.9× 10−13m denotes the reduced Compton wavelength. Therefore, a head-on
collisions between a 30GeV electron beam and a & 30 fs ≈ 10µm/c laser pulse, which is much longer
than the 30GeV radiation length, will induce a QED cascade. Since pair production does not stop
until the effective fields are reduced to χ . 1, the multiplicity of the cascade will be ∼ χ [36]. This
implies that already with a 3PW laser the electron beam will produce an electron-positron pair
plasma which has a density that is more than one order of magnitude higher than the original beam
density.
Collective plasma effects will start to influence the high-intensity optical laser itself if the effective
plasma frequency ωp becomes comparable to the laser frequency ω, i.e., if
√
n/(γ 1021cm−3) ∼ 1.
Assuming a round electron beam with nC charge and µm radius, final pair plasma densities n &
1022 cm−3 are achievable with a 3−10PW laser system [36]. Due to first quantum and later also
classical synchrotron radiation the final gamma factor γf of the produced pair plasma is at least a
factor ∼ 10χ smaller than the gamma factor γi of the initial beam [36]. Correspondingly, we obtain
γf . 102 and ωp ∼ ω for the parameters discussed here.
Reaching the seminal milestone ωp ∼ ω thus requires both χ ∼ 10−100 and electron beam densities
n & 1020 cm−3. A facility with these parameters could observe the interplay between strong-field
quantum effects (“non-adiabatic” radiation reaction, pair production) and collective plasma effects
(e.g., Weibel and two-stream instability; frequency upconversion in the driving laser pulse) for the
first time [36].
7Notably, the radiation pressure of the laser can stop and even reflect the pair plasma as soon as
the “reflection condition” γ ≈ a0/2 is fulfilled [36, 77]. For a 30GeV electron beam this becomes
possible between 3− 10PW.
Inducing a QED cascade with an electron beam has the decisive advantage that one gains a
high degree of control. By changing the parameters of the electron beam (energy, density, etc.) the
dynamic of the QED cascade is steerable, which facilitates the scrutinization of numerical simulations
and analytical scaling laws. Note that QED cascades in laser-laser collisions need to be seeded, and
the details of the non-trivial seeding process have a significant impact on the cascade itself [51].
By colliding laser and electron beam at 90 degrees, which lowers the quantum parameter only
by a factor of two, the interaction time could be substantially reduced [76]. Therefore, already a
& 3PW laser system would be sufficient to reach χ & 10 in this geometry. The short interaction
time prevents a full-featured QED cascade and thus facilitates a measurement of photon emission
and pair production in the deep quantum regime.
In summary, the co-location of a multi-PW laser system with a high-density and high-energy
electron beam enables seminal research opportunities for plasma physics in general and HEDP in
particular. This has been highlighted, for example, in the Executive Summary and Recommenda-
tions section of the 2020 Brightest Light Initiative Workshop Report, which lists co-location as one of
seven high-level recommendations: “Collocating high-intensity lasers with other scientific infrastruc-
ture, such as facilities with relativistic particle beams or other energetic drivers, will enable forefront
science in areas such as non-linear quantum electrodynamics, nuclear, plasma and high energy density
physics, and astrophysics” [78].
A facility which combines high-density multi-GeV electron beams with multi-PW optical laser
would have decisive qualitative advantages in comparison with existing and upcoming all-optical
laser facilities. Notably, such a facility is currently not planned anywhere in the world and would
therefore provide a unique opportunity for the U.S. to re-claim leadership at the high-intensity laser
frontier.
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